


































































• Development of new	instance in	DSpace (open	source);
• Minimumcustomizations to not impact platformupdates,	use	
of API's;
• RedefinitionofMetadata;
• Development of the ImportModule	(new	records);
For	the	control	of	versions	of	the	System	used	in	the	
Digital	Library	(DSpace),	during	 the	development	
and	customizations,	 the	GIT	platform	of	 the	USP	was	
used.	So	all	changes	to	the	codes	and	customizations	
are	documented.
https://git.uspdigital.usp.br/bbm/dspace-bbm2
Next	Steps:
•
Establish	procedures	to	update	the	platform	for	new	versions	
available;
• Settings	in	the	Design;
• Formalize:
• Digitization	Policy;
• Digital	Preservation	Policy;
Project	under	development	 to	answer	the	specificities	
of	the	Methodology	 (contextual	Approach	 for	personal	
files)	applied	 to	the	Documentary	Collections /	
"Archive"	of	BBM;
https://wiki.bbm.usp.br/
technical area
BBM	Digital	goes	from	Project	to	Process,	becoming	an	input	for	new	
projects,	experiences	and	analyzes	in	Information	Science	(Librarianship:	
Information	Representation	and	Organization,	Digital	Preservation,	
Dissemination	of	Information),	Digital	Humanities	(construction	of	analysis	
tools	,	linked	data	and	more	immediate	and	intuitive	presentations	to	
facilitate	cognitive	acquisition,	among	others).
BBM	has	enormous	 potential	to	consolidate	itself	as	an	
interdisciplinary	center	for	documentation,	 research	and	
scientific	dissemination.	And	be,	effectively,	a	convergent	space	
for	the	most	diverse	areas:
• Information	Science;
• Librarianship;
• Archivology;
• Museology;
• Conservation	and	restoration;
• Scanning;
• Digital	preservation;
• Digital	Humanities;
• Social	Sciences;
• Information	Technology;
• Contact	Us
• Etc.
5	years	of	BBM	at	USP	- As	a	reflection:
• What	is	the	long-term	strategic	planning	for	its	consolidation	as	an	interdisciplinary	center	for	
documentation,	research	and	scientific	diffusion?
• Which	audience(s)	do	we	want	to	reach	and	can	we	reach?
• Define	/	formalize	the	General	Structure	/	Organization	Chart:
• Definition	of	the	attributions	of	each	sector	and	each	function;
• Regulation	(observe	current	regulations);
• Responsibilities;
• Human	Resources	(valuation	and	institutional	recognition);
• Partnerships,	working	groups	/	Research,	interdisciplinary	projects.	Make	/	let	BBM	be	used;
• Communication	(internal	and	external);
• Policies	/	Guidelines	/	Protocols	(Security,	Preservation	and	Conservation,	Digital	Preservation,	
Collection	Development,	use	of	spaces,	etc ...)
• It	is	critical	that	decision-makers	to	become	sensitized	of	and	make	themselves	aware	of	the	
importance	of	these	(and	other)	points	for	the	entity's	own	sustainability.
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